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By now, you have probably guessed that
the film is in love with itself. Mainstream

commercial cinema is not only self-satisfied
with itself, it is also quite happy to make

the most of its good looks. Mere Brother Ki
Dulhan is quite right to stand by its feet (it
does in the opening minutes), and to let
them be its focus. While the actors have

little to say about themselves, the
actresses do better. When Katrina Kaif

walks (always a disaster), she is aware of
her beauty and worthy of it, while she

carries her sense of triumph and
martyrdom with dignity. Irrfan Khan is both

spirited and tongue-tied, and Dimple
Kapadia is less a divine force and more a

screwball comedienne: Kaifs emcee is
badly miscast, and eventually Dimple

grows too strong to be borne. (There is a
scene in which she insists that she and her

family are being furtive and clandestine
because her parents are Muslims, and her
father replies, not unreasonably, that, in

this country, the kangaroo courts the
hamster.) Half a dozen or so years ago, in a
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godawful action thriller called Kaante, Khan
played a tough-talking, chauvinistic

journalist who had been wounded in the
line of duty. Irrfan worked as hard on the
role, and in his effort to portray a brute,
revealed something of himself. He has
made a similar effort in Mere Brother Ki

Dulhan, almost half his age now, and he is
wonderfully silly here, ranting away in
English about Arjun Kapoor, as the two

share a strong mutual dislike, all the while
barking out instructions in his native Hindi.
(He is given to addressing men as desh ka
piya lekha.) Dimple responds in a language
she might have been taught in The King of

Comedy and manages to add a comic
grace to it all. She is very funny in her
responses, even in Pata Nahi Kaun, the
song in which she gets one of her best

lines: she is telling her parents that she will
learn to cook for herself after marriage,

and then announces (in a line she repeats
a number of times) that she will expect

them to stay away. 5ec8ef588b
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